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ContourPlot[Exp[-x^2 - y^2], {x, -1, 1}, {y, -1, 1}, ContourLabels -> True]

The code should yield the following map:

In[1]:= Plot3D@Exp@-x^2 - y^2D, 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<D

Out[1]=

In[3]:= ContourPlot@Exp@-x^2 - y^2D, 8x, -1, 1<, 8y, -1, 1<, ContourLabels Ø TrueD

Out[3]=

By default lighter regions correspond to higher output values. (One can change that – look
up the Documentation!)

Note that Mathematica can do higher dimensional versions of the same thing. For
example,

ContourPlot3D[x^2+y^2+z^2==1, {x, -2, 2}, {y, -2, 2}, {z, -2, 2}]

yields the level surface for the function f(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 corresponding to level 1.
(Note the two = signs; that was intentional.)

3.2.3 Region plots

Often times when addressing areas in a plane or volumes in space we end up using in-
equalities. For example, x2 + y2  1 in a plane describes the standard unit disk, while
x2 � y2 > 1 in space describes a solid located within two hyperboloidal sheets. To see this
in Mathematica we use the command(s) RegionPlot and RegionPlot3D. So for example,

RegionPlot[x^2 + y^2 <= 1, {x, -2, 2}, {y, -2, 2}, Axes -> True, AxesLabel -> {x, y}]

produces the left of the two images below and

RegionPlot3D[x^2 - y^2 > 1, {x, -2, 2}, {y, -2, 2}, {z, -2, 2}, AxesLabel -> {x, y, z}]

produces the right of the two images below:
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3.2.4 Plotting vector fields

We can plot a vector field using the command VectorPlot.

VectorPlot[{x, -y}, {x, -3, 3}, {y, -3, 3}]

In[1]:= VectorPlot@8x, -y<, 8x, -3, 3<, 8y, -3, 3<D

Out[1]=
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In[3]:= VectorPlot@8x, -y<, 8x, -3, 3<, 8y, -3, 3<, StreamPoints Ø Coarse, StreamStyle Ø RedD

Out[3]=
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3We can adjust the number of sample points with the option VectorPoints as in

VectorPlot[{x, -y}, {x, -3, 3}, {y, -3, 3}, VectorPoints -> 10]

The style of a vector field can be adjusted using VectorStyle (see below).
Often times it helps to add a StreamPlot to our vector field. This can be done as

follows:

VectorPlot[{x, -y}, {x, -3, 3}, {y, -3, 3}, StreamPoints -> Coarse, StreamStyle -> Red]
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